4
Promoting Language Learning through Two Approaches
to Assessing Writing (Secondary 3)

Here is an answer script taken from the S3 English Evaluation Test run by the School-based
Curriculum (Secondary) Section. Two common ways of marking the same piece of writing are
shown below. Let us find out the features of the two ways of marking and their possible
impact on the learner.
Some tips for marking:
•

There is no single legitimate way of marking. It is always the purpose of the
marking which determines how a piece of work should be marked.

•

Teachers can employ a variety of ways or even a combination of methods to
mark students' work.

•

Post-marking activities like discussing with students, giving recognition and
sharing of good work among students enable more effective learning.

The Writing Task:
Students are given a letter written by David to a friend, Mary. David has 3 problems (noisy
home, nothing to do, getting fat) and wants Mary to give him some advice.
The answer script marked by Method A
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The answer script marked by Method B

Features of the two ways of marking:
Method A

Method B

-

- focus on content (the richness,
development and organisation of
ideas), style, etc.
- impression marking
- use of comments
- use of direct marking
- used during term work

focus on accuracy
detailed marking
use of scores/marks
a mixture of direct marking and use
of marking codes
- frequently used in tests and exams

Possible impact on the learner:
Method A

Method B

- focus on accuracy
- little development of other important
writing skills (generation and organisation
of ideas, creativity, style, etc.)
- cautious about the word limit (thinking
that the more they write, the more
mistakes they will make)
- concern about scores

- focus on thinking (generation,
development and organisation of
ideas, creativity, style, etc.)
- less aware of accuracy
- pay little attention to the word limit
- concern about comments (including
praise, areas for improvement,
teacher's feelings, etc.)
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